
Random Signals and Filtering (201200185)

Final Exam (with 4 questions) Full Marks: 25
Thursday 2010412017,13:45 - 16:45 Instructor: p. K. Manda]

Formulate your ans\Mers clearly and present them in a well-structured manner.

1(a). Consider f) : [0,1] and let 2 be defined on subsets of 0 such that

P(lo,bl) :(b-o)', V0< a<b!1.
Verify whether 2 satisfies all the axioms of a probability measure. t3]

(b.) Suppose X - Unif(O,2) is independent oÍV - Unif(-],!) and Y : cos(X) +V.
Find the probability density function of Y. [4]

I Uint, Express the joint density Íx,v(r,g) as compactly as possible using I
I the conditional pdf fvlx:,(A). While marginalizing, consider the three 

I

I cases U < -+, A > + and the rest, separately and also, use the graph of 
I

I cos(.) function to decide the proper ranges of integration. 
-l

2. Recall the definition of the (orthogonal) projection:

The projection, llvX, of a square integrable r.v. X on to the closed linear subspace
V c L2(Q,7., P) is the ,.u. * € V satisfying

nlfx-Í)'] <El6-z)'1 vzev (t)

\ In the following, you are going to prove the Projecti,on Theorem:

Let X* € V. Then X* : tIyX iff (if and only if)

El6-X.) Z):0 VZeV. (*)

(a). Show that if X* e V and (*) holds then X* : IIyX. 121

(b.) For the "only if" part, suppose X* :IIvX.
First, show by considering r.v.s of the form X* + c Z that 12]

c2 olz2l - 2cEl(x - x.) zl> o vc € IR, z e v.

Next, complete the square w.r.t. c to rewrite the inequality in the form: t1l

(c.expressionr.- expression2)2 - expression, ) 0.

Finally, argue that (*) must hold. t1]



3(a.) Show that p(rla,O:MWè
l2l

In above we have used the shorthand notation. For example, p(ylr,z) stands for the
conditional probability density function of the r.v. Y given X : r and Z : z, i.e.,
fvVx:*,2:"1(a).

(b.) Consider a standard 1st order (partially observed) state space model of the form

(state) rr, : Í*-t(rrr-r,urr_r), (measurement) y1, : h1r(r1r,u1r),

where the noises {u6} and {u6} are independent.

In the derivation of the wei,ght update step of the standard particle filter algorithm,
using the importance sampling technique, one comes across the following equation:

w'r : u'k-l P(r'o,nluo,*) ' o

P(r'o,*luo.x-r)

where {*'o.r-r, rï-r} L, is the particle representation of p (r o,n -tlyo, *- r) .

Show that the weight update equation reduces to wi : .,, , g(A,*l7/ï)*r-'p(arlyo,*-J' [3]

fHint : Note that p (r'o,,,la 0,,,) : p(rro,r,la r,, ao,n _r) .)

4. Consider the following nonlinear system: forklQ,

ï'r **r
cos(X1,) *V*,

wheretheinitialstateX6-Unif(O,T),Wn-Unif(0,z-lZ),and,V1,-Unif(-*,j). Fur-
thermore, Xo, {W*}, and {Iz6} are mutually independent and the noise r.q,r"í.ór {Wr}
and {Iz6} are white.

(, ) A person is thinking about applying the extended Kalman Filter to the system, be-
cause: the state equat'ion is alread,y l'inear; only nonlinearitg ts in the measurement
equation, whi,ch can be easily lineari,zed.

Reflect on the provided argument. If you agree, complement the argument with the
exact form of the linearized equation. If you do not agree, then justify. l2l

(b.) Give the pseudo-code for a generic iteration step of the particle filter, i.e., how to
obtain ("'r,rDL, from (zi_r,rï)L, and the measurement g1,_ tb]

Assume that you have access to a command rand(a,b) to generate a sample from
Unif(a, b) distribution. Everything else in your code should be self explanatory, i.e.,
in terms of known function such as cos(.) or known structures like if and f or loop.
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